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Students run Chicago marathon
R u n n ers fin is h d esp ite race cancellation
-Former Vice President A1
Gore and the United Nations’
Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) won
the 2007 Nobel Peace Prize
for their campaigns against
global warming.
The Norwegian Nobel
Committee said Gore was
.“probably the sihgle individu
al who has done most to create
greater worldwide understand
ing of the measures that need
to be adopted.”®
Gore’ip 2006 Oscar-win
ning documentary “An Incon
venient Truth” has moved the
debate to what should be done
about global warming rather
.than if the burning oT|ossil fuelsm warming the planet.

❖
Former lacrosse ^œach
Mike Premier filed a lawsuit
agailSjDuke UiSyersity, offi' cials-said Friday.- The charges
¡¡apparently stem from a finartcW^CTtlement the school
"reached earlier th®|year with
him. The playoff were later
cleared of the Charges.
Pressler resigned Iasi year
amid allégeons three of his
plàyfei:“raped a stripper at a
March 2006 party thrown byj
the lacrosse team.

m
A fifth coffee-brewing lo
cation under the name of Starbucks may be opened before,
the end of the year in Bradley-B ourbonnaisi ■ according
to local developer Joe Perry.
Perry said a-2,000-square-foot
Starbucks Coffee shop com
plete with a drive-thru service
window will be built in a new
business development along
Illinois 102.
Starbucks coffee is already
available Wiside the Target
store and the Barnes & Nobl|4
bookshop in Bradley. There is
also à Starbucks facing Illinois '
50 near the Wal-Mart -store
in Bradley and one is being
opened inside the new Kroger
store in Bourbonnais«:
. Ssr The Daily Journal

By Rachel Buller
News editor

Police requests and school
buses blocking the intended
Thousands of - runners race path did not stop people of
managed to complete the Chi all races, ages or genders from
cago Marathon on Oct. 7, de continuing, Caldwell said.
spite record-settings tempera
Nonetheless, the 22-yeartures thatSpxused officials to old student pushed through
cancel the race tnid-run for the and was able to finish.
first time in the marathon’s 30“I certainly relied heavily
year history.
on my family and friends who
Kenya’s Patrick Ivuti won came to support me,” she said.
the Chicago Marathon by a |j|§ always&knew I would be
fraction of a second ^vith a passing them soon so I had tQtime of 2 horns, 11 minutes keep on keeping on.”
and.ll seconds,
Clausqn was also appre
The LaSalle Bank Chicago ciated the outside encourageMarathon is known worldwide menpP
for its flat course that goes
“There was so much ex
through numerousrdiverse citement with the streets of
neighborhoods and, dozens of Chicago filled with cheering
landmarks. including myrifamily and
The heat index, along with, ririariy close ¡friends,'which wu$^
a lack of water, Gatorade and fericpuis®ing,’i:£he saidriS
medical staff,, forced organiz
Intfa#^; iWhemfyater and
ers to ^top runners .after four_ jGatoradesupplies ran low, onhours.
NJookeps»-purchased -waters and
Senior Heather Caldwell distributed them to runners
and Cheis»Clauson, who be tpassmgpby.
gan preparing for the racdlast
'“ iThc community contrib
April, -finished the full 26.2- uted by. spraying water on us
mile course.
from their hoses and having
Caldwell found B inspirit spray bottlds and water for the
ing to see the number of peo runneht^Clauson said, “Over
ple who persevered on, even at all, Jt was exciting to accom Seniors
and Chelsi Clauson smile after
the request of marathon staff plish my goal of running the running in ¡the Chicago marathon on Oct. 7.
io stop.
entire marathon.”Photo submitted by Chelsi Clauson
; “I first heard the news
around the 19-mile marker,
and I can honestly say that it
didn’t sit Well with many: of
the participants,’’ she said. *3
guess you really cannot tell
45,000 people Who have been
training for a year for that day
to simply stop.”
Dozens were hospitalized
for heat exhaustion or treated
for heat-related illnesses.
Several runners aban
doned the course and Caught
taxis home or rode buses to the:
finish line.
A recent Chicago Tribune
article", said Chad Schieber, 3§>, collapsed while running
On the pity’s Soyth Side. The
Michigan, police officer, who
had a heart condition, was pro
nounced dead shortly before 1
p.m.
Runners told stories of
fainting or ■vomiting by the"
roadside and of angry par
ticipants detouring into coovenienqe stores in search o f '
the hydration they said they
couldn’t find along the course, Family and friends display homemade signs for Caldwell and Clauson during the Oct. 7 Chi
according to an article from cago Marathon. Due to heat and lack of water, race officials cancelled the run mid-race, but
the Associated Press.
many runners continued on anyway.
Photo submitted by Heather Caldwell
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Srndentsgathe® for a nightf$£||Srnall Town Fun” ,bn Oct. 12 at the pfAK Orthopedic Spotts Arena to fsliicer skating in
Kankakee. Students also had the option o f bowling at Brunswick Gala Lanes. The event was sponsored by the freshman,
junior and senior class councils.
Photo by Jon Brown
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The GlimmerGlass is the of
ficial newspaper of the As
sociated Students of Olivet
Nazarene University and a
member of the Illinois Col
lege Press Association. The
opinions expressed in the
GlimmerGlass are those
of each writer and are not
necessarily held by the As
sociated Students Council,
faculty, administration or
students of Olivet Nazarene
University.
LETTER SUBMISSION
The GlimmerGlass encour
ages readers to respond
through letters to the editor.
For publication, letters must
be signed and sent to
GlimmerGlass, Box 6024.
The editor reserves the right
to edit letters for content,
style, and length. Publi
cation is not guaranteed,
Further inquiries may be
addressed by calling the
GlimmerGlass office at
campus extension 5315.

. Last year, Olivet posted
record enrollment.
This .year is no different.
Actually, for the 11th year
in a row, Olivet has experi
enced growth i|fj|s overall en
rollment, including students in
traditional undergraduate pro
grams | | adult degree-comple
tion studies and graduate pro
grams, according to the ONU
registrar office.
Olivet’s total fall enroll
ment stands at 4,652. Under
graduate enrollment is 2,620.
Brian Allen, vice presi
de® for institutional advance
ment, attributes growth to the
school’s standing in Ameri■dfinii;■'higher education, not
jti$t numbers, according to an
ONU press release about cur
rent enrollment,
Birin a highly"-competitive
market for students, the con
sistently strong enrollment
numbers at Olivet speak high
ly of the univ^fltty’s stature
among America’s colleges and

universities,- he said. “Qual
ity benchmarks,: fineluding
our top-tiel islanding as one of
‘America’s Best Colleges* by
U.S. News and World Report,
are indicative of the strong
commitment :Ml excellence
¡across the curriculum and gi/M
ery fajdet of the university,’’ .
Retention played a mar?
jor role in the enrollment! in
creases from last year. The 75
percent Jejlntion rate fo M lsi
year’! freshmen — the larg
est freshman class in 01iyet|j
history — tied -for the highest
retention rate over the last 10
years.
. Also, increasei^li'transfef'
and adult-studies students con
tributed to increased enroll®
ment.
Todd Leslie, director
of recruitment, said enroll-"
ment increases also buck the '
trend among private Christian
schools that compete with
Olivet. Sustaining enrollment
figures i^ no easy task, Les
lie; said, adding that despite
overall growth, the number of

freshmen this year dropped to
712 from its high of 752 last
year.
The current freshman
d assffi'MH the second highe||
in Olivet’s history, Leslie said.
However, the number still falls
w ith ih .th e administratirm’s
cap of 700 to 7 5 0 ^ ^ d Susan
Wolff, director of undergradu
ate admissrofiS;'
Neither Wolff rtor Leslie
identified one particular rea
son for the decline, though
they did offer a couple ideas.
Government grants to sti£
dents who attend college in
their own state pr& ure some
students in states like Indiana
and Michigan to iemain there,
Leslie said. Wolff added that
some students are not able to
Stay because of finances.
.New transfer students in
creased this year from 262 to
332/ Leslieisaid the increase
is due to a transfer admission
team that ¡pjFeven advise studemSdnterested in OBwet about
what classgfMo take at their in
stitution before transferring.
By 2009 or 2010, the num
ber of graduatihg high school
seniors in Illinois, Wisconsin,

Indiana and Michigan will be
gin to decline, Lesliesaid. One
,way. that Olivet plans to coun
teract this trend is by recruiting
transfer students, according toWhiff. '
¿¿Numbers reveal that near
ly 58 percent of undergraduate
students are not Nazarene,- a
trend that has recently devel
oped The number of non-Nazarenes began to grow annually
■ ^¡M ^O 0> |^^m ing the ma
jority at Olivet ih *20bA, t '
The figurelljlgarcling the
number of NazareneSmd nons*
Nazarene^ho^ithat people in
the Midwest consider it to be
?*a tremendous educational op
portunity forpoung men and
womenwho d£sf e a Christiafil
education/' Leslie said.
Registrar Jim Knight
praised the quality of students
tat Olivet.
• “We feel we have an out
standing campus and an out
standing group of studerifl
in our programs,” he saidJ§S
think the quantity of students?
in our traditional' programs
speaks volumes for the interest
that students have lfkcoming to
an institution such as ours.” ,

hair & nail salon

8151933-2843
387 S. Main
Bourbonnais, IL 6091#
Across from O.N.U.
Discount for
O.N.U. Students w/ I.D.

OPEN MONDAYS

Êüoefc ms ©coG©gdQSddq
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Interior designers gets creative in kitchen
FACS students plan makeoverprojectfor different kind o f ugly
By L aura M essenger_____
Variety writer

contact with them throughout
the process.
For 11 local families,
Using the plans presented to
having ugly kitchens could them is not required, but clients
yield handsome results.
do get two finalized options of
Eligible clients will get possible remodeling plans if
a new floor plan created by they do decide to update their
Olivet students in the Kitchen kitchens. and Bath: class as part of the
Richardson
said
she
“Ugly Kitchen Contest.”
personally knows two or three
The contest, which occurs clients in the past ten contests ‘
every other year, is in its1 who went ahead with one
tenth year- and still going of the plans after the contest
Strong. With support from ended.
the Family and Container
Similarly, Richardson said
Sciences;department (FACS), that it was really rewarding for
contestants are paired to her when one woman told her
students.
that the measurements were
“We have 6 faculty/staff done perfectly by the student,
members who are clients,” said and they designed their kitchen
Diane Richardson* professor by the student’s plans.
of the Kitchen and Bath elhss.
The: project is said to
“Most of the kitchens are provide student^: with real
just outdated. We have very insight into what it takes to
small kitchens and very large redesign a kitchen.
kitchens to work with.”
For Sarah OuteBa' senior
The contest begins with two interior design major who is ;
Olivet students entering each participating in the ugly kitchen
horne,^ taking measurements contest, the project is “about
and talking with the family, to being a good salesperson and
see what they are.Jot&jng for a designer’®
in a new kitchen.
The contest was started by
Soon after, students get to Halena Gumelaalwho is the
workf*eieh Seating their own owner/designer- of Kitchen
floor plansflshowmg samples? Galleries of Bourbonnais.
and options for new-flooring, Gumela wanted a way to
giabinets,- • wall coverings! cotmmutbYjir the field of
window treatments and other interior designers.
amenities.
In order to help students get
Students are also required to an idea of the information they
stay within the budget that fe ?should have before going into
agreed upon by the Client and a home, she has the students
pncQuraged to stay in close jft the contest come to her

s h o w ro o m
and talks with
them about
c a b in e ts .
Gumela also
helps set up
the class’s
trip to Bade
Appliances.
Not only
is Gumela a
part of the
practical side
of the “Ugly
Kitchen
Contest,” but
she is also
helps with the
competition.
A f t e r
the design
boards are
presented to
the clients in
N oV em berJ
Gumela will
take therftj
review the
planfc and
them. S eniorsJfikm Disch arid Brittany Gallup measure the layout o f the kitchen
will they ,have been assigned for the jbllgly Kitchen Contest.’’ The contest is a lö 
She
send »fear-old project that stems from the Kitchen and Bath das® Photo courtesy
then
them to other of Casey Manes of Olivet’s Marketing Department
professional
winner of the contest will be helpful the “ugly kitchen
designers to do the same.
The students* are graded revealed. First place wins contests really is.
“The contest is for the
on how well thby follow the $100, second place $75 and
National Kitchen and Bath third place $50.
student’s work and is more
According to RichardsOn, about the new design and how
Association guidelines! their
ability to draft and the design the last two winners of the it meets the National Kitchen
contest are now working Guidelines than the ugliness
itself.
In December, an awards with kitchen and bath design, of ones kitchen,” Richardson*
banquet will be held and the showing how practical and said.

New transcript showcases non-academics
Co-curricular transcripts exhibits stu d en t involvem ent
By N atalie H ess

______

.Variety writer

Students now have another
way to showcase their
collegiate accomplishments*
This year, the Center for
Student Success (CSS) has
made a co-curricular transcript
available to all ¡Sstudents,
coupling academics with
validated participation in

athletics and activities.
. “The co-curricular transcript!
is a better way to package a
^Student,” said Beth Olney,
director of the C en t® for
Student^f>uccess.'“It allows us
to feature a student’s activities
as well as their academics.”
Not to be confused with
a resume, the1 co-curricular
transcript was made to be a

Joe’s Automotive Inc.
Car running rough?
Check Engine light on?
See Larry Nottke
Electrical Specialist

Shuttle Service
10%Parts Discount w/ ONUI.D.

937-9281
5 6 0 S, W a s h in g to n , K a n k a k e e

reflection of what a student has as a member of a few more. are examples of what could be
done outside of the employment This transcript was made to listed on one’s transcript.
area. Volunteer opportunities: help display your leadership
The best time to start
may be listed along with abilities when competing for the process of filling out a
one’s extracurricular
transcript is during
freshmen year, but
activities.
The purpose of the
it’s
not too late for
“The co-cu rricu lar tra n sc rip t is a
transcript is to display
seniors to get in on
b e tte r w ay to package a stu d en t. I t
the process.
a student’s« talents
and success while allow s us to fe a tu re a stu d e n t’s ac
Although
it
attending Olivet.
may
be
harder
to
tiv itie s a s w ell a s th eir academ ics ”
One
may
be
validate seminar or
presented as a part
club
participation
» -B e t h O l n e y
of an admission
as a senior, the
application
into
transcript will still
graduate school or combined entrance to a school or for a give an advantage
over the
with a resume that could be job ” ,
competition.
So what exactly qualifies as
given to a potential employer.
To start a co-curricular
“Let’s say you have a 4.0, a co-curricular activity? Any transcript, there is a hard copy
but you spent all your four activity that one participates version that can be picked
years of college locked in in outside of the classroom up in the Center for Student
your dorm room,” said Olney. environment can be counted.
Success or a copy is posted on
Any leadership role held the Olivet website. After the
“But what if you had a 2.5
and I see that you have been at Olivet, such as being a application is filled out, it can
the president of two different Resident Assistant (RA), or be turned/into the Center for
clubs here at Olivet as well participation in student council Student Success.

tfüx
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Smoke 'em out
Fire departm entfinds use in
buildim s set for dem olition
o
By Jessica Shumaker
Variety writer

Since the fire that overtook
campus in 1939, smoking
buildings and fire trucks aren’t
commonplace on Olivet’s
campus.
However, during the month
of September, students may
have observed regular visits
from the Bourbonnais fire
department and seen smoke
. streaming from two buildings
onpUmpus.
.
The two buildings, the
Marquart House and the old
health center, were used by the
Bourbonnais Fire Protection
District to give firefighters an
opportunity to brush up in their
knowledge of how to assess a
fire situation and practice their
rescue skills.
“While going through
the permit process; to tear a
building down, we let the fire
department use tfigm while
they’re vacant” said Matt
Whitis, director of the physical

J

plant. “They’re always looking for a rescue..
for a space to do real-life
“It was a controlled
training scenarios.”
environment.” St. LouisHaid.
Bradley and Bourbonnais “Normally it’s no||pntrolled,
firefighters had access to the it’s hostile. Getting a chance to
buildings for a four to five practice in a controlled setting
week period, said Chief Ed St. is great training.” ,
St. Louis said the experience
Louis.
They met Tuesday evenings yvas also bénéficiai because if
and occasionally throughout allows ' firefighters É || revisit
the day to practice real-life their training.
“We don’t! rescue people
scenarios they might encounter
every day of the wèek,” he said.
if called to a scene of a fire.
“We tried to set up scenarios “So we need to be prepared.”
The scenarios also included
for everyone^ St. Louis Said,
noting the range of experience practice in how firefighters
could assess ; situations^ and
of the firefighters.
While it is against the law to how to best respond, such as
bum homes used for training, if a floor is weakened from a
the department was allowed to; fire beneath it or if |jiey need
•smoke out the buildings. This to make a hole in the wall of
effect was achieved by setting a room to get to another. They
fire to hay contained within a also practiced making proper
large drum. The firefighters ventilation holes to get sgjoke
contained the fire and let the }out with ax^l and chain saws. $L Louis said that the
hay slnolder. Through this*}
firefighters .were?#ble to gain department rarely gefâ to have
experience-trying to find the the opportunity to practice in
lyictim, a mannequin, in time buildings like those on Olivet V

B
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The Healt®Gcntef was demolished after the BourlSonais
Fire Protection District used it as $ training center because
it’s a controlled environment.
Photo by Jon Brown
campus. He noted that||japl
While Mcgfica NogfljE
year was an exception because junior resident erf the Grand
they Were able to use other Apartments, said she had not
buildings across town, such as heard directly what was going
old K-Mart and Jewel grocery ong||e. had heard that training
fgtore,
.was taking place.
“This : year • has been a
kind of assumed it was,”
banner year to ha'll buildings Nontell said. “I saw them light
to practice with and to have .a the fire, I knew it had to have
controlled enwonment with no been controlled.”
dangei^M St. Louis said. “We
Jeremy Pilachqwski, a
could do everything in a real ^Senior commuter student* also
time setting, but controlled, so said that he had not heard what
pobody got hurt.” "
waygoing on.
ASti; Louis said, with the
thought that there, was a
upcoming construction of the gas leak or they were tearing
new Chapel, he looks forward it down,” Pilacfiow:ski said- He
to the possibility of using said that he “had no idea” what
Gibson Hall as training as exactly was happening, but he
well.
and his M d a were on campus!
Student^ had
varying \yheu they jjS^a tlie- training
reactions. I
going on.

Examining the zoo in our own backyard
By Jonathan Swigart
&=^arieWwriter

to field experience
the
invertebrate , Killer Whales in the PugetS
for students and
ptudiepand animal 'Sound in Washington-Mate.
The
Olivet
biology more zoologically
behavionfìlÉWhìch
“The field experieneegjs:
department S B gone to specific curriculum,
has correlating lab probably the most- unique
the birds. And the rabbits,* the program is
time.
opportunity;” Johnson said.
becoming more like
raccoons, mice and gorillas,
“The
Mab
In ordejH for students to
Within the confines of Reed what he and others
has a variety of get the moMdUt of their field
Hall of Science, zoology had envisioned.
experiences i in experience, they are asked to
“T rad itio n ally
students are quietly making a
animal
behavior examine what they want out
name for thetjif|lves and their befellj, we had more
dnd one portion of their degree so that the field
taking!
major, whicficUftchtly includes ¡Students
would be; where pxnerieip ilcan be tailor-made
zoology with an
roughly 10-15 students.
they study in depth, to their aspirations.
Although the zoology major interest in pre-med.
one
particular ! ||A lot of times Ave rely on
is a small bu|};continually And that still is what
^fernalj!» Johnson the student then to do ¿Jot of
growing field of study at ONU œome of them do,”
Mid.
investigating - What iS their
that Biology Department Chair Johnson said.
For example,"if a interest‘d he said.
“But now,: We’ve
Dr. Randy Johnson says is
Student ^interested
Atlettipting to take another
wanted to make the
looking better every year.
in working with Stgp m fp sitiv e. direction, the
“It wasn’t as foCused as zoology area more
Btolve^they would biology departmental recently
dospecific research hired Dr. Leo Finkenbinde$i|
clearly zoology as it is npw. classical zoology,
where
the
•
students
The reason i||w e didn’t have
On wolve|| for the a retired . Southern Nazarene
zoology Junior Dafta.Yost and Dr. Randy Johnspn prepare class while . still University (SNU) professor of
the capability to make it as take
clearly zoology as it is now,” because they want for an Ecology Held trip. Photo by Jon Brown taking in a general biology and ornithology to help
to do pre-veterinary
Johnson said.
idea of what animal out while permanent faculty
While the major remains or they want to go
behavior is about
members for the zoology
“That’s the first hurdle
small, Johnson feels the into graduate school or they
One of the elemehui about program are examined.
best explanation for that is want to do work in zoos or to gep over. You need to, the zoology program fphàt * “It’skindofastrangepositioh;
because of the intensity of the something like that instead of understand and become Johnson feels sticks out the for me because I haven’t been
. very: Comfortable and have a most is the field experience in a temporary [position]
- ;
coursework -Ilnot so much a pre-med.” > _ :
A common misconception good strong background in that allows students to work before,” Finkenbinder said.
lack of interest.
“That’s one of the reasons that persons outside of; the knowing most of the animals closely with professionals in
“What you’re doinJiAt;
the zoology major Is small, is zoology program have |s that you’ll come in contact with,”* the area of their zoological impacting, in a of arenas, in
because the requirements are much focus is put on large he said.
interests.
the department you want all of
Moslzoology majorsfollow,
very rigorous and very high,” animals like those found in
$ome of the opportunities the modalities}® be positi$sg|r
zoos,; However, according to similar paths to their degreesJ that past Olivet zoology majors
he said.
Though jt only had four
taking
general
biological
Johnson,
approximately
95
According to Johnson, with
have partaken in include graduates in 2007, the zoology
the addition of more faculty percent of the animal kingdom sciences such asfripchemistry, working for a zoo in Flòrida, program at ONU is hs big as it
members to the biology are invertebrates or do not genetics and others,,,while researching turtles , in Cape has ever been and isashowing
also doing such courses as Canaveral and Oven Studying no signs of slowing down.
department, greater jisce?ijpl have a spinal column.
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Event of the Week: Orpheus Variety Show - Oct. 19-20
Next iSsue: Preview - “All I really need to know I learned in kindergarten”

October event pays with thrills and chills
By M elody Keflriell.
A&E editor

as Sleepy Hollow^ she won’t
becoming home.
For 13 Olivet students,
“It’s my thing,f she
said.
weekends in October will
be full of campfires, head“At the final Green Room
lesptii horsemen and fright party last year, members se
ened children.
lected the director for this
The annual “A Night in year, §f>phomore Stephen
Sleepy Hollo\y,” hosted at Crisp.
A nystudentjdnterlited
Perry Farm Park, is sched
uled to include actorstfrom in acting for Sleepy Hollow,
Olivet'S; own drama .club, had to audition. Crisp said
GreCn Room.
^tudefipr who had previ
The Bourbonnps Town- ously participated in Sleepy
ship Park DistribLIponsors Hollow or last year’|: stuth&|event, which features .dent-directed performance,
volunteers from the com '“Romp in Rome” at Kanka
munity as well as ‘Oliyetl kee; County Museumy were
istudentC' Working in paid automatically given parts.
positions. • Crisp was in last year’s
Sleepy Hollow is held Sleepy H ollow past and he
the la st three weekends|Jn J,aid ,ij:,was a lot of fun be
October pMFriday and Sat cause he got to know people
urday nights from 6:30 to he didtLj really know be
10 p.m. and costs $6.
fore. This year he wanted to |plivet students from: last year’s Sleepy Hollow cgSt posc during a break in thfrrshow. The an
’ “Sleepy IlolloiX»
an direct because, as a theater nual “A Night in Sleepy HoBovfl.is held the last three weekends in .October at Perry Farm.
opportunity for students to minor, he wanted the expe
Photo subm itted by Amy Scheve
a^t an4® 8& | 'mone$”||U id rience.
Crisp will not perform in Bponships with other Olivet
Sophomore assgfhnt' direcHr*A Night in Sleepy Hol a good date.
|to r Keitha Wickey.
thi^ year ’s shows; because he students.
low * is. based on Washing
“People go on it as
Two Olivet studertjfcaet is gone every weekend with
a good opportunity ton Irving’s story, “The something to do and . see
as guiddsv-taking a group a traveling theatet*1 group. to etitdjtain the community Legend of Sleepy Hollow.” Something they don’t nor
of people to three camp He is present at meetings, lafQund Olivet and kind
It focuses around a fall p|fjr- mally see,” she said.
fires to view reenactments. but appointed Wickey as as branch outja Arthur said.
ty during which a school
Most nights around 200
At each campfire, a couple sistant director, so someone
According to Crisp, teacher, Ichabod Crane, people come to “A Night
of students perform a short would be present at the ac Perry Farm Park loves the goes missing. Students play in Sleepy Hollow.” At last
relationship with Olivet stu the parts of characters from year’s final Friday;!about
monologue and the audience tual performances.
iearns more of the story of
Student actors are paid dents and asks them to par- the ilory.
400 people came.
Sleepy Hollow.
$35 a night by the park dis- ||5 ip ate every year.
Four pairs of guides
Since Sleepy Hollow is
As*; the groufs^ihove trictpnd receive' a $25 bo• “Being Christians, [we] take groups of 20 around in outside, the actors are sub
from {jjp'fiire to another,, the n u l/if they participate/; all do it well, but also with dig rotations to each of the three ject to the October weather.
guidepstay'in character and six nights.
nity’ and morality,” Crisp campfires. Some years, up
Working at Sleepy Hoi*'
get the audience involved-in
Wickey has dreamed ■said.
to 20 different groups cycle low is ridiculously cold,
the story. The reenactment of getting p a id lo act, and
He expects for the park through each night.
Crisp said.
features a headless horse working at Sleepy Hollow to be more pleased with thik
Other
activities • at
Actors wear costumes,
enables her to do so.
man riding a real HbrsCfyear’s performance than Sleepy Hollow include a. but cope with the cold by
Senior Amy Scheve said
Sophomore Brad Arthur ever before.
haunted -maze; a hayride, wearing layers. The girls
th is is’ her^ third year- per participated in Sleepy Hoi „• /■ “I expect it to be the best ^Storytelling and crafts.
wear jeans under their
forming in Sleepy Hollow. low las^year and is return Sleepy Hollow we'ye had,”
Wickey said Sleepy' skirts, in addition to scarves
Scheve loves the environ ing this year; He said he act$l Crisp said.
Hollow is geared toward and gloves.
ment at Perry Farm/ Her in Sleepy Hollow because
He believes the actors younger children, but i s .
“It was so much fun last
parents know that if fall the money is good and he will work well together as < something to do in B oui-p y e a r|| Crisp said. *‘It was
breakBPthe^same weekend enjoys building good rela-': a team.
bonnais and could make for cold, but it was fun.”

Coffee Grounds and W eekly Sounds
The student coffee shop concert
[ Series kicked off Oct. 3 with a
performance by sophomore
Owie Ocampo. Every WedneS?i
day evening at 9 p.m., Common
iprounds features a different
Student performer.

Upcoming concerts:
O ctober 17: Kristen Moller
O ctober 24: Kara Burkey
O ctober 31: Evett Rolsten
S o p I r r n M ^ l g c n the accprdion
j t e th e band Locks.

P h o to s by Jo n B row n

;iv'3Ht&teSnd Locks,/Igith junior.j^cftikWarren and sophonrores Osvjfe Ocampo,
Alex McGrath, David pray and seniors Ben Jackson and Chad Houseman
performed on O c t 3.
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Q&A
With beauty expert Kriss Finkenbiner

Dress For Success:

Q: W hat is “in*: for fail?

Clothing indust
suggestselegance
for FalK2007

By Kelly H olcom b
Variety writer

Say goodbye to hooded
sweatshirts and scuffed up jeans. Fashion
is moving into a new direction: sophistication.
The new fall/winter fashion for 2007 is playing
dress-up. Say ‘goodbye’ to summer lights aijd
brights and ‘hello’ to warm, dark hues.
Chicago’s Fashion Week is Oct. 10-17
and runway-inspired looks are making an
impression on fashion. What was “in”
yesterday, could be “out” tomorrow,
due to the fast-paced fashion
industry.
Stores that cater
towards the young female, such
as Wet Seal, are making bold and
creative statements for the new fall
fashion.
“Pairing leggings with oversized
shirts, and skinny jeans with screen teas are
in. Layering clothes is a must,” said sophomore
Elyse Rawley, a Wet Seal employee. “For the
winter season, puffier coats'with fur on the hoods are
a must have^,;along with high fashion dressy boots.”
So where exactly is fashion headed?
According to Maureen Brown, sophomore fashion major at ONU,
the “it” fashion that^ coming up is the elegant look for woman.
Don’t be surprised if you see girls looking more polished for fall. But if
you want to go for a more casual look, Brown suggests pairing your outfit
with a set of chunky beaded jewelry. Girls, opt for darker colors in clothing
like browns and purples —stay within the royal family.
Where is the male fashion headed? Just the opposite: pastel and lighter colors.
Rawley suggests that men also go for the dregsier look.
“No more of these ‘I just rolled out of bed day looks.’ Get your act together
men! Throw on a nice pair of jeans and a button up shirt. Catch our eyes once in a
while,” Rawley said.
Fall fashion 2007 suggests being more conscious about what you wear. Make
a statement and dress for success.

A:^D arker, warm hair colors and
asym m etrical haircuts, which
are disconnected and uneven lines,
choppy. Long is always in, but
“Posh ’s ” style is now. ”

Pos&Sriice dem
onstrating what
f o r , fall.
Photo
cour-l
tesy of beauty.
about.com

Q: If someone wanted
to do a drastic
* change to their looks
this fall/winter season, what do you
recommend they do?

A: “Go fo r a shorter hairbut, with longer pieces in
the front and deep color fo r a dramatic change.”

Q: What else in the beauty industry have
you noticed has changed for fall 2007?
A: “Darker nail'colors arejm W ’ Bfce- alm ost black
Also dramatic makeup, with different color eye liners.
I think we are slow lygetting back into the ‘80s. I lifea\
the ‘80ki I don If think it’s a great look, ”

Q: What does almost everyone do to
their look to prepare for the
weather?
A M People get rid o f their highlights. The pastpWople
have [opted] fo r reds, but now 'it is more chocolate
browns. Dark brown is the Wit ” color. Also bangs
big flow ing curls, like the thick European bang M

Q: What is|fout” this fall?
A: “R ealstraight hair is out. Now movement is in. I ts
kind o f a nice change.

Fashion
Week
W hen:

ojS b eflp jl-17
W h a t:.

A showcase of Chicago’s
prominent and up-andcoming fashion designers
B logan t

“TailoMig^ne PerfecS
Fit for Chicago’s
Fashion Industry^
For more information visit www.chicagofashionweek.com

Gucci Fall 2007

Paul Smith- 2007

Alessandro Dell’
Acqua 2007

“B ejo yfu lin hope, p a tien t in affliction,
fa ith fu l in prayer.

S piritual L ife
G lim m Èr G lâ ss
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Romans 12:12

Students walk to help hunger cause
By Emma Pieper
Spiritual Life writer

Compassionate Ministries
hosted its annual CROP Walk
(Communities Responding to
Overcome Poverty) on Oct.
14 at 2 p.m. beginning at
the Warming House.
Olivet
students
have been greatly
involved over the
past few years
and the goal this
year wa& to have
at least 50 walkers. C om passionate
Ministries
recruited
walkers JtL Ludwig and as
of Oct* 13,37 ¡students had
:¡signed up to walkran addition
to signing up to'walk, students
could also buy “Help Stop
■Hunger” signs for $3 lhat were
displayed in Ludwig.
Dean Woody Webb is one

of Olivet’s main supporters of
the event. He told of the fund
raising efforts by one of the
classes in particular.
“Students in Prof. Cathy
Anstrom’s
World
Food
Problems class always^
participates as part
of
their
class
r e q u i r e m e n t , ”'
Webb said. “The
^students in her
; Glass
collect
between $1,500
and $2,000 each
year.
This is a
■
significant contribution
toward our goal of $1^000.” , Twenty-fiVCpercent of the
funds Teqpived will go directly
to the Kankakee Valley area
and to local programs that help
feed the hungry. The remaining
75 percent go to the sponsor
of the CROP Walk, Church

World Servicë, where it will be
ixsed for disaster relief services
worldwide.
In order to raise thé needed
amount of moneys students
were given an envelope to
collect donations. This year
is the first time they could go
online to do so.
Students were encouraged
to form groups to do the fund
raising and as an incentive
rewards were given in the form
of Tieketmastér gift cards for
those who raised the most.
Nationally, the CROP
Walk has raised over >$264
million in the past 24 years of
its history.
Compassionate Ministries
has paved the way for the
successful event, being lead
by sophomore Sarah Clark and
senior Katie Novak.
■■‘Being involved with the

Community members register for the Oct. 14 CROP Walk
for hunger.
Photo by Jon Brown
CROP-Walk is a lot of fun,”
Novak said. “On the day of the
walk, it is exciting to see other
members of our community
come together along with
students from Olivet to do
something about the hunger
problem that is right in our

backyard.”
The event started and
ended on Olivet’s campus at
the Warming House. Walkers
had the option of walking
around the track at Ward Field
and some took a longer route
up to Perry Farms.

Orange equals orphans in awareness project
By Amy Kistner

“These,, • children

. are

which®» about 5 percent of

Spiritual Life editor . orphaned because their patents - the population. If nothing is

This1,' October, . orange
doesii’t just mean fall foliage.
Students around OliVet,
as well as at nearly 40 other
IxMleges and um vets|P|f|
throughout the nation, will be
seeing more than just orange
on tHCtreeslp®
Acting on AIDS, a new
club at Olivet, is' spreading
the message o f awareneif for
the AIDS epidem ical Africa,
through the color orange. The
goal of Acting on AIDS is to
■spread AIDS awareness across
the country.
The organization itself is
a part of World Vision, which
,Is a Christian organization that
raises money to fight poverty*
hunger and AIDS, not only in
Africa, but also all over the
world.
The first of the campaigns
to spread awareness of the
AIDS epidemic this fall is
the “Do You See Orange?”
; campaign.
Guided
by
seniors
Emilee Foxworthy and Niclc
Austin, Olivet’s branch ofActing on AIDS, as well as
other nationwide university
branches, have been selling
orange
shirts that
say,
“ORPHAN” on the front and
give the Web site for Acting
on AIDS on the back.
Each one of the orange
;shirts seen around campus
represents 100,000 . children
that will become orphans
because of the AIDS epidemic
around the world, according to
the Acting on AIDS Web site.

died of AIDS,” Austin said.
“B ecauseoftljia|cainpaign,
students can see what AIDS
has done to childreri in African
“This« campaign shows
how many orphans there
are both now and in 2015 if
nothings done about it.”
By having a certain number
of people wear the shirts
each day, students are able to
represent the percentage of the
population that is and will be
affected by AIDS.
¡ g ‘On; Wed. [Oct. 10], we
had 5 percent of the 01§et
population wear the T-shirts
and then on Thurs. [O ct.ll]r:
10 percent WilliAvear them,’Fopvorthysaid.
According®; Foxworthyjj
currently, there are mote than
12 million AIDS orphans,

done about the AIDS crisis,
that number may increase to
10 percent in the next ten or so
years.
The “Do You See Orangefp
campaign is nbt the .only one
taking place dtifl fall.
Starting later this month
and going through Dec., Acting
on AIDS will be working on
the pi,000 challenges which
is focused on 6,000 signatures
for an AIDS relief bill and
raising $6,000 for AIDS relief
in AfricaAccording to Austin, the
number 6,000 represents the,
number oflthildren who are
orphaned eypry day because of
the AIDS epidemic in Africa,
We want students to be
aware of the truth of ho^ AIDS
destroys, families particularly

T IR E D O F EATIN G ft H E
SAM E OLD FA ST FO O D ?

ANCDiO*«

in Africa, and particularly for
children who are defenseless,”
he said.
“We want to raise money
to fight the AIDS pandemic
and be a voice for those who
.cannonspeak for themselves.”
Keep an eye out all
semester for upcoming events

with the Olivet branch of
Acting on AIDS, which meets
every Monday evening at 9
p.m. in the Red Room,
For more information
on Acting on AIDS globally,
check out the Web sites
www.actingonaids.org
or
www.worldvision.org.

HOMECOMING COMING!
Whether your plan includes a hot date
and your best duds, or going stag in
your favorite jeans - you’ll look and feel
your best in your Brownbodies tan.

GOTTAgrab a GRINDS%
Delivery Available
7 Days a Week
ON RT.50
IN FRONT
OF WAL-MART
936-9393

ON KENNEDY
Ac r o s s f r o m
PERRY FARM
935-7200

%
N o Appointments
Just Come On In!
151 W. Harrison, Bourbonnais
■ Across From ONU
(Behind Jimmy John’s and Air Gas)

-J-

Glim m erG lass
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B ibles tell story o f their own
By Jessica McConnell
behind these Bibles? Where with Some of my best friends,”
did they come from?. What’s he said. “It was-an awesome
It’s said that the Bible is their history? What doe|one’s experience that I would have
the most popular book read by Bible say about them?
never traded in for anything
American adults, according to
Forjunior Kyle Lambright, else.
MSNBC.
his Bible, was a going-away
“Even , though
this
In today’s society, it seems gift from his church. It holds experience happened before
everyone has at least one Bible. many memories from youth B^got the Bible, it reminds
No matter how it came to be group, church and the people me of the great experiences I
in one’s possession, as; a gift, he misses back home.
got share with all my friends.
bought or found, they are often
One
o f| Lambright’s That is just one of my many
experiences that my Bible
reminds me o f/' ",
Three Bibles can be found
in sophomore Sara Lennon’gj
room, each one with special
meaning behind it. Lennon’s
hot pink Bible for her birthday,
P Bible from her baptism and
her grandmother’s Bible all
have different meanings to
her.
The Bible of senior Marsee
Vinson has very special
meaning. It was originally her
great grandmother’s. Before
•she passed away, she sent
to Vinson because, the tWo of
them share a middle name. Her
grandmother’s name had been
Imprinted on the bottom,- so
after receiving itr Vinson had
Each person's Bible has a S^mfjcant meaning for them.. $c>mc her name imprinted above feoa
received their Bibles as gifts while others’ Bih§|$rnark sig show the fact that they shared
nificant moments on their spiritual journey. Photo by Amy a middle name.
'*T Would like to pass
Kistner
that Bible onto my daughter
held near and dear to the hearts favorite m em ories||hat his jonieday and 'give her the
of those who own them.
Bible reminds his of was the same middle name which my
Olivet puts an emphasis on trip from Lansing, Mich, to great grandmother and I have
reading the Bible, professors Houston for Nazarene Youth shared,"Viipbri^id.
use it in classes and many Conference 2003.
Each of senior Tim H ehn^|
students- were even given one
“ft helped me grow and Bibles has marked a milestone
as a gift from the school. >
become closer to God while in his life. His first Bible he
But what are the stories spending time hanging out received ip first grade. His
Spiritual Life writer

second Bible was a gift when
' he graduated high school. Now
he has a total of 11 Bibles and
each one has marked a path on
his spiritual journey.
“I am brought, back to
memories by looking at my
highlights,”' said Hehn. .,“1
wonder what I w&s learning
at the time that I highlighted a
certain passage.B|
Junior fesse Briles- Bible
has • special meaning not
necessarily because of how
he got it, but . because where
it has taken him. He bought it
from the library book sale as'
a replacement foiflfae one he
received as a graduation gift}
which he accidentally left at
’school after his freshman; year.
T h i|| book sale Bible
became an extremely useful
tool while ministering in
Zambia over the summer.
“One time we took a
prayer walk, which in Zambia,
consists of 'Visits to houses
where wq greet, share bible
verses, and pray for themM
Briles said. “My -Bible was
an afnazing tool to have, and I
could use. the vgjj||| that I had
highlighted the night before to
do this.- •
“One time• We yisited gal
house, and I did not have a
verse that seemed to fill the
situation, so I haphazardly
opened my Bible to Scramble
for a verse to share. I opened
to a verse and knew it was the
one to share. It was’.Romans
12:12. I ended up preaching
on the passage twice, ” -

Also while he Was in
Zambia, he purchased a Bible
in the native language of
pcibemba, which is helping
him learn the language.
“I look up passages in
both versions and roughly
translate,” he sajd.
^Senior Nathan Gray’s
Bibles have also brought him
further not only on hi®|piritual
journey, but also on his life
journey.
Gray’s first Bible was
given to him by his local pastor!
at a summer ^ c a tio n Bible
School, where hri gave his life
to Christ. He personalized that
Bifile and Explained that it
has been a road marker in his
spiritual journey. He also ha&aj
couple’s Bible that he and his#
wife share.
really helped in the
time between engagement
and marriage. We would do
devotions together from the
eOuple’s Bible* land one time
while we were, doing this a
special sfcripture came tj| light
frit uslj Gray said. “It ^as
Romans 8:28||9. That became
“our” scripture, | | d was read
by our pastor during our
wedding.”
He and his wife received
a family Bible, which is
displayed in their living room
and is read from on special
holidays,
fgfBibles have special and
unique meanings to me,” Gray
said.Mlt reminds me of Where
I have been, where I am, and
where I am going.”

Devotionallhought:

Do we give God the respect He really deserves?
By Ian Cole_____________
know about you, but it seems at hearts by praying this prayer, together^ Take the first prayer,
times like this is about the only or is oftr motive basically - change the“we’s” to ‘Tst|y and
“Oh God, we just want to kind of prayer I hear anymore. and please excuse the graphic instead of referencing God in
feel you tonight! Oh how we It’S such a passionate prayer, description - that God would any way, insert the name of
long to touch you, to experience pfen’t it? So moving! So heart come down and give us a holy either Halle Berry^pr Heath
you! Holy. Spirit, just come felt! So fiery! So’... uslless. . groping session?
Ledger (for guys and girls
and touch our hearts! We are
OK, so why on earth
Now that’s not really our respectively). Here, I’ll go
so in love with you, Jesus !’f | | would I make such a bold motive, is it?
first:
Does this prayer sound statement? Well, we must But have we
H
O h
“H ave we considered
familiar to you at all? Have ask ourselves, | j ‘What is the gbftrisidered
Halle Berryl
Jesus’ m otives when
you heard something similar to motive behind this prayer?” our motives
I just wanf|
this uttered from your worship “Feeling?” . “Touching?” An lately when • He p ra yed the \Lord’s
to feel you
leader recently? Have you; “experience?” Being
“in p r a y i n g ?
tonight! Oh
P rayer’?”
maybe, spoken this kind of a love?” Are we asking God to Have
we
how I long
prayer any time lately? I don’t truly change and dwell in our' considered
to
touch'
»-I a n C o l e
J e su s ’s
you}
. to
Bible Study & Prayer Meeting at
motives,
experience
when He prayed the “The you! Halle Berry, just come
Kankakee First Church
Lord’s Prayer”?
and touch my heart! I am so in
of the Nazarene
’“Our Father in heaven, love with you, Halle!” ’
hallowed be your name:.,”
Could you do the same
Midweek Service - 7-8 p,m.
(see entire prayer in Matt. 6:9- exercise with the prayer Jesus
Room 102, Main Entrance
13)
prays in Matthew fif§Try it.
Can anyone spot the. It doesn’t flow so .Well does
thru Doorway Under Stairway
differences betweep those two it? How do Halle Berry and
Contact: Earl Morgan, 933-8216, earl-m@sbcglobal.net
prayers? Let’s try this exercise Heath Ledger help us “forgive
Spiritual Life writer

our debtors,” or “give ys our
daily bread.”
«: I believe that the Scriptures
testify to the truth that if we
will invoke the Lord, not
With a prayer focused on our
experiential pleasure^ but
instead upon who He is, what
He isdoing and our relationship
to Him. Then we can expect to
hear from Him and to have our
lives reordered by Him.
. Yet," if we invoke this
transcendent, yet intimate God
just so that He will tickle us and
make us feel good for a little
while; then we should expect
absolutely nothing more.
Today, I call upon all my
brothers and Sisters: Let’s not
attempt to use God anymore
like a whore, but let’s invite
Him into our lives and our
worship services following the
model that He Himself gave
us. He is our Heavenly Father,

SP m R TS
Gl im m e r G l a s s
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Billy Goat Curse
looms over sad
Chicago Cubs
Northsiders
lose out in
first round
yet again
By J.P. Troglio
?/. Sports writer %
, dugout. Lqu Piniella not only
got himself on a team that had
October has come and >n&t seen the World Series since
gone for' Chicago's North WWII, but|vas n@lv running a
/side.
day care at the same time.
The “curse” of the Chicágb
It looked like the season
Cubs seemed to be lifted, ( Was j u || going to be another
; Slightly,' as they cli&hed one of those® “We’ll get
the National League Central ,J p m next year*’ for Cub fttaSj
crown just to be Swept away everywhere.
by the Arizona Diamondbacks
As the season progressed,
on Oct. 6.
however, the team . began
|||p i e Cubs finally flinched to pullKt together w ith the
the divMOn # ith a two game pitching of,Carlos Zambrano
margin, over i M Strong side and ®
Marquis* and the
of the Milwaukee Browe«® fielding and hitting of players
' All season long the-two haVe like Derek Lee,/ Alfonso
been battOjig for the chancó to HSoriano, and Ryan Theriot.'
hold thijtitle. ■
Tfie Cubbies^ started to
It came down to the wire string together Win after wini
and finally the ■ ‘gods’* of The j®f«sbn Wak turning ®side
baseball ■looked kindly upon out and hopesf^S- the playoff
the Cubbies, They must have' were not only hopes, but
figured 62 years of not even actually seemed within arms
being in the World Series reach.
Wasilnough and 99 years of
The Cubs faithful have
achia® winningHapsli was seen thefl team in the playoffs'
torture. It has been f|p r years before, and imM know that
since the Cubsland their fanÉ the Cubs are 0-for-the|£-pasthave experienced the pleasure^ 11 postseasons. : The curse
of the postseason.
has also brought, us seven
■BgOuo^veryone believed unsuccessful World Series
that the infamous “Curse of appearances between 1910
the Billy Goat” was finally and 1945. Their overall record
going to disappear until the in postseason games since
fdevastating fan interruption 1908: 15-42.
down the left field line seemed
Those numbers are far
Zfifj jüÉ smack :® right in file from impressive, and to most,
face of all Cub fans¿U
depressing.
It ^earned to most fans
On the other hand, this,
the curse was never going to year seemed allot,,. different
gyanish.
to mosfefans.' |||jle~! devoted
|pW ter a long offseason and i followers were pulling more
an excessive amountof money than ever for the Cubbies®) do
»pent by the Cubs to bring in “something great. With their
names like Alfonso Soriano in leadership in tire clubhouse'
left field and newly acquired and their youngsters striving
head cpach Lou Piniella, some for victory, it seemed that the
expected the Cubs to waltz Cubs could kick “Billy the
right into World Seises/
Goat” to the curb.
The Cubs started off
Call it curses or bad
looking Eke they belonged luck or whatever, but on
in the minor league. They the sultry October night the
played like a first year team Diamondbacks showed what
with little strive and intensity. was obvious since the series
The' losses- were piling up beganitejthev were the better
more than the victories, and to team.
top it all off the players were
Well Cubs fans,*there’s
having backyard brawls in the always next year.

Olivet freshman Tara Schmidt (right) and p e r sister Whitney (left), a senior at MidAmerica
Nazarene University, pose for a picture together. The two sisters, who have never gotten to
plapppUeyball with or against each other, finally got a chance to compete together in the
Olivet; vs, MidAmerica match on Oct. 12.
Photo subm itted by Tara Schm idt

Sisterly competition
By Jarret Roloff
Sports writer

Tara had a difficult time involved.
BJJvhen her sister went to
“My whole life, I planned
Tara and W hitby Schmidt college even though she went on going to MidAmerica and
nave dreamed o f playing to MidAmerica which is in the playing with her,” Tara said.
^Volleyball on the same court. rsisters’ home town.
“But when it came down to
■ The sisters’l l wish came
“We used to fight quite the college decision making,
true; only they weren’t a bitg| but as we’ve grown it just worked out that Olivet
playing on the same side of older,~ we’ve become good was Where God wanted me
the net, Tara, a freshman at friends,” Tara said. “Wheql to be,. God helped me feel
Olivet, and Whitney, a Senior she moved out to go to comfortable here.’®
at MidAmerica Nazarene MidAmerica Nazarene, all the
While Whitney is glad,
Universfjgj faced off on Octf fighting stopped and we were Tara made the decision, she
12 as pari Of the Holiday Inn able to respect the time we also had wanted to play on the
Expre® Invitational at McHie had together and respect our same team as her.
Arena.
friendship.”
“I was disappointed I
In the sisters’ hometown,
Tara’s decision to come to never got to play,with her. But
Olathe, _ Kansas, students Olivet was also difficult, but God had a bigger plan where
went to school for three years both agree higher power was she’s supposed to be and she
at both the middle and
M o v e s g I ’m happy for
high School leypl. Being
her there,” Whitney said.
separated by three years,
The
girls® know
tho;§isters never had the
each other’s patterns
chance to play together.
athletically, in addition to
“I’m excited,’* both
their personal knowledge
siblings said when asked
of one another.
about the opportunity.
j | ‘‘She’s
[Tara]
Both the sisters have
definitely the stud when
had a big impact on each
it comes to volleyball,’®*
other, making the reunion
Whitney said.
special.
The senior, despite
“She’s pushed me
leading her f?am in digs;!
to be a better person,’]
has logic in her argument.
Whitney said.
Tara, at 6’3”, leads the
Tara agreed.
Tigers in kills and serves
“ She
understands
while being second in
my problems.
She
blocks.
understands my struggles,
“Everything
we
so she’ll give me advice
thought she could do,
and help me out in any While sisters Whitney (top) and Tara
she’s already shown us.
(bottom)
Schmidt
may
batde
it
out
on
way that she can,” she
She fit in like a glove
said. “It just helps to the court, both say the other is an en*
when she got here,”
know that -someone else couragement angolose friend. Photo
Tigers coach Brenda
has gone through this.”
subm itted by Tara Schm idt
Williams said.
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Players of
the week

Men’s Soccer
ONU’s goalie, junior Andy Stembridge (Roselle, 111.),
became the first Tiger to be named the Chicagoland Col
legiate Athletic Conference Defensive Player of the Week
ending Sept. 29.
Stembridge has appeared in nine games, staring all nine,
registering a 6-2-1 record with 32,|^ves and an 0.79 goals
against average. He’s also recorded four shutouts.
Olivet’s Vincent Mkhwanazi was named CCAC Offensive
Player of the Week for his play during the week of Sept. 8.

Tiger Football
Olivet’s senior kicker MattSoulia (Flushing, Mich.) was
named the Mid-States 'Football Association’s Midwest
League Special Team Player of the Week for his perfor
mance against Quincy University (1110 on Oct. 6.

Goalkeeper junior Andy Stembridge was ^sisted by-a header from sophomore Josh Ayers,
ip h is was one o f twosaves Stbmbridge had against Calumet College | | f St. Joseph (Ind.) on
Sept. 29. Photo courtesy o f Im age Group

Diversity dominates field
M ixture o f unique play and international
flare puts ONU men’s soccer team near top
By E m m a Pieper
individuals to do the entire
opposing team and Score, but
we attack with evetyone,” said
senior captain Chris Walkefc ^
When
Walker
saya
“everyone,” he is talking
about what freshman Machel
Cromwell calls the team
“melting pot.”
This
internationally
diverse team includes players
from Cameroon^ Canada,
Mexico, South Africa and
Zimbabwe.
Hailing from Trinidad and

ball from side to side. Not that
playing like them won’t work!
On the men’s soccer team
but we play how we play,”
at ONU, success is; a mentality
With such diversity and
found on and off the field.
a unique|Style of play, the
In
five
ChicSgoland
¿Tigers are well on their way
Collegiate Athletic Conference
|o a successful season, with an
%CCAC) games, the Tigers
overall record of 8-5-1, and 5have given up only one goal
2 in the CCAC as of Oct. 14.
and have found themselves
Walker has complete
in the hunt for the conference
confidence in his team and
^Championship.
working week to week and
The race for first in the
day by day is key.
CCAC is extremely close,
■“With the'freshmen that
with a margin of 1.5 games.
have come in being great
Currently, the ONU team
players and the returning
is tied for second with “Our style o f play Is differentfrom players also being great
Saint Xavier University
normal college team s ... Not that
players, we have to
(111.) and is 1.5 games playing like them won’t work, but we Compete in every practice
behind first place Jud$on
for our spots on the field.
play how we p la y”
University (111.).
This has created an
Even with major
environment where we
» -F R E S H M A N M A C H E L C R O M W E L L
changes in the coaching
continually push each
Staff, the team has still been Tobago,*Cromwell explained other to become better day in
able to perform.
that the team has a sense of and day out," Walker said.
Interim head coach Justin brotherly love and much of
Crew shared the same
Crew took over for former that is derived from the team’s feelings.
head coach Mark Howard on mission statement.
“We are all focused and
Sept. 20, after Howard stepped
In regards to how the team excited about the rest of the
down due to personal reasons. plays, Cromwell said they’re season and the success that
The driving force behind unique from other teams.
lies ahead,” he said.
each of the players comes
B ‘Our Style of play is
The Tigers return hom e:
from what Crew calls the “Wei different from normal college O ct 16 against Trinity
not me” approach.
teams;” he said. “We play the International University at 4
“This has helped our play ball on the ground and we play p.m., followed by a game at
dramatically because now the ball to feet, unlike -some Saint Ambrose University on
fWe don’t just count on a few1: other teams who just play kicks' Oct. 18.
Sports writer

Soulia was a perfect 3 for 3 on extra points and
kicked two field goals, as the Tigers defeated Quincy
27-24.
Soulia’s 31-yard attempt was the most important as
the kick sailed through the uprights as time expired;
in thetfourth quarter to give the Tigers a three-point
victory.
It was Soulia’s first game-winning kick as time ex
pired in a Tiger uniform.
The Tigers, who won for their second straight game,
following a three-game losing streak to open the year,
improved to 2-3 overall and 2-0 in the MSFA Mid
west League.
Soulia has booted 6-of-8 field goals and is 14 of 14 on
point after attempts. He leads the team with 32;points.

w /jfy

Ko Service
Centers

577 William Latham Drive
Bourbonnais, IL 60914
Hours:
Mon - Fri: 0:00 am - 6 0 0 pm
Sat: &00 am - 4.-00 pm

We Fix Cars and Treat You Rightl

815-929-1866
10% Discount
for students and faculty
University ID required
Offering Complete Automotive Repair!
Computer Diagnostics, Engine,Transmission,
General Maintenance... and much morel
Special Rates on Towing Service
Car Care One, 90 Days Same as Cash

w w w .tu ffv .co m
Alurrmi-owrsed and operated!
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Do you have something to say? Do you have a good idea for
a future Forum topic? Email us. glimmerglass@olivet.edu

The ONU improvement wish list
bathroom stalls. Additionally,
the shower stalls do not provide
enough privacy,
In a Hills Hall renovation,
the physical plant would
install new showers, .floors,
and toilets, Whitis paid.
By M atthew Cawvey_____
I also like the fact that
Forum edit®. Olivet is committed to putting
Children make wish lists sprinkler equipment in each
for their birthdays iand give toom, just as p t has done
them to their parents. ONU in the bedrooms of all the
■students have wishlists and apartments and dormitories it
share them with their friends. . has reno®ted.
I have my own Olivet
Hopp/er, neither Whitis"
wislii list of improvements! nor Webb guaranteed new
and while I hope to see these lighting in the dorm rooms
things happen, I know all of Is of the unrenovated residence
- them may not. And ¿that is all halls.
New lights in the
right - you can’t always get hallways are a part of the plan;"
what you want.
but newMights in the dorm
With gjyriiuch on campus to rooms may come only after an
maintain^ only so much can be assessment, Whitis said.
done with what Walter Webby
To the contrary, new
byice president for student lighting isilfxactly. what
development^ said if between we need. Moving from
nearly $3 and $4 million spent Chapman to Hills, I noticed
annually on improvements.
a considerable drop in the
IpEvery year, the physical amount <o£ lighi emanating
plant renovates at least ohe from the light fixture. In my...
OTU^Kiampus dorm. After Chapman room last year,
updating i^Wilhains;|- and ylighting •was. never as issue.
Chapman Hp]||j last summer However, with les$; lighting in
and Nesbitt ¡Hall., this past «liy Hills room, I purchased an
summer, Jlext jgn the list.J||g additional lamp.
"Parrott 'and McClain Halls,;
Another
concern
isalong with some additional sidewalk Kpace.
More
Work in HilljffiHall,. according Ifidewalks M ;Sfrategic places
to Mate Whitp^duvifor of the are |p t against administration
physickt plant.
policy,, and, after all, adding
One of the concerns at them rs a common Mummer
the top of m y ||p t are the practice at Olivet, Webb
bathrooms.
For example, pointed out
Hills, where I live, there are
This:; past s u m m ^ for
missing tiles in the bathroom instan^jsaw the addition of a
of the first floor and outdated sidewalk between Hills and the

Center for Student Success.
One area in dire need of a
sidewalk is the south side of
Williams Hall, Where grass
once stood, a dirt path is all
the remains from countless
students crossing campus.
William^ is only one pf
the places that a new sidewalk
would be both a timesaver
for students and the removal
of an eyesore when the path
becomes muddy.
Some issued that present
problems should actually
inspire minimal change.
One such issue i£g the
staircase located just inside the
lobby of Birchard Gymnasium.
It is narrow ,and steep, Webb
pointed out® and the steps
are not long enough for most
peoples’ feet.
However, Olivet .cannot
fix it without great risk.
“It may be structurally
next to impossible to widen
that stairwell without taking
down ; support walls that
already exist,” Webb said.
Plus, as Whitis^ pointed
out, another - better - stairwell
accessible within Birchard.
Unfortunately, the alternative
isn’t exactly convenient ’ for
students heading to class in
upstairs Birchard. •
One sdtpHon to be
Cdhlidered,
instead
of
broadening the ptaircase, is
to make each step taller and
wider, mowing people more
space for their feet.
One growing problem is
the excess of bicycles behind
Ludwig on the campusfeside.

■ ■
H

0

Students use this path next tp Williams Hall as a shortcut on
theft way around campus.
Photo by Jon Brown
The problem, however, is
not as bad as it looks because
many students «Phoose riot to
take their bikes all the way to
the racks when parking them.
And rstudenf|*could also use
the bike rack behind the coffee
shop or the one on south side
of the Hillplobby.
Before getting a new rack,
I Suggest moving the rack

behind the coffee shop to the
grass next to the sidewalk
leading from Ludwig to Hills
so students will notice it
easily.
I realize Olivet may not
implement all my ideas, but
I hope that voicing them will
lead to a better campus for
students, faculty and staff to
enjoy.

Why wash your hands?
By E lizabeth Crabill and'
M atthew Cawvey
Forum writers

You’re in a|hurry. You
need to get to classj but your
hands are filthy.
You have to decide if you
will wash your hands or not.
On one hand, you need to get
to class on time. On the other,,
you need to be sanitary.
Let’s
look
at
the
importance of keeping your
hands clean. According to the
Centers for Disease Control
in a Feb. 1, 2004, article, the
common cold is the culprit
for nearly 22 million missed
school days a year, and the
shelf life for certain viruses
and bacteria clinging to things
like doorknobs and desks is 2
hours or more.
According to a CDC
report entitled ^An Ounce of
Prevention Keeps the Germs
Away,” - infectious diseases
claim the lives of more than
160,000 Americans per year.

The report says' washing your
hands often can help you ayoid
th|g§ diseases.
To help ensure you do not
miss class” or an upcoming
social event due ip an illness
caused by neglecting to wash
your hands, follow these ideas
mentioned in the CDC report.
Wash before you eat meals 4
or when you have sick family
. members, the report said. For
us college students, we should
wash our hands when we have
sick roommates.
An important tip in the
CDC report is to scrub your
soapy hands thoroughly for
20 seconds to wash away the
greatest possible number of
germs. Yes; 20 seconds! ;
If you are doing something
where soap and water "are
unavailable, you should still
clean ' you hands with an
alcohol-based wipe or with
hand gels, the report said.
But whatever you do, stay
clean.
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Editorial

Student reactions: Jena 6

Jena 6 can teach
us a few lessons
About a year ago, students in Jena and a fight at the Gottain Jena High School were Go convenience store in Jena.
beginning what they thought
On Dec. 4ct 2006, Jena
would be another typical year. High School reopened after the
However, they quickly fire and on that same day white
realized what they were student Austin Barker was
about to experience in 2006 attacked by several students |
was going to make national knocked unconscious and
history.
taken to the hospital.
And teach America some
In the end, six black
good lessons.students were
originally
The high school, located charged withattempted second-j
in Jena, La., has ndw become degree murder and conspiracy
a hot bed for talk o£;racial to commit the same, although
equality and discrimination.
court proceedings since then
Demographically,
the have changed some of those
school is made up of about charges.
IS percent black students and
Jena, a town of 3,000,
80 percent white students. located in central Louisiana,
According to the Associated reflects the racial makeup'of its
Press, early reporting asserted school. With about 85 percent
that the students of different white and 12 percent African
races rarely sat together, American in the town, this
although this fact is disputed.
racial mix also closely reflects
The controversy oVer what the United States (75 percent
is now known as the “Jena 6’| | white, 12 percent African
began last year after a few American) as a whole.
black students stood under
Ironically, •OlivetS entire
Ewhat has been traditionally student body actually fits
^called the “white tree” or the this mold pretty closely as
“prep tree,% prompting the well, with 824 percent white
hanging of three nooses from and nine percent African
the tree oh Sept. 1, the next American, fn addition, Olivet*
morning. 4
represents more than 40'State^
Three white students were 20 countries'and 30 religious
expelled for this incident on denominations..
Sept. 8. Later, the decision
Even sojfj while the
was reduced to three-day majority of Olivet students
^suspensions by a special school and faculty are white, we are
board committee, whiefi also still surrounded by a diverse
makes attending an alternative^ community in the greater
^school a 'prerequisite to Kankakee and Chicago area.
^returning to Jena High.
On-campus groups, like the
October and November Multi-Ethnic Relations Club,
proceeded without any major work hard to create respect
incidents until on Nov. ¡30 A; for diversity and to educate
2006, when a fire destroyed students about it. Olivet als.o
an academic wing of the high offers classes such as Ethnic
school. This was followed by Relations and International
another fire at a private party Business.

“I think that, granted, it is their
freedom o f right to speech to be able
to do something like that. Do I nec
essarily agree with that? W hat they
were trying to do with th a t state
ment? No. B ut I agree with their right
to be able to make th at statem ent,
because th at means I can make my
statem ent” ■
Photo by Jon Brown

»-S e n i o r A d a m O l l e r v i d e z

"I think Ws ridiculous .¿¿that in 2007
we still have issues dealing with
race. I fin d th a t more than a little
unusual”
»-S e n i o r L a u r e n B r i c k h a m

Photo by Jon Brown

"I was shocked when I heard about it
and the fa c t th at nobody has really
heard about it.^. I thought we were
over (racism) and I thought we were
p a st th at and i t ’s sad th a t we are
kind o f regressing backwards7

g

»-S e n i o r R a c h e l M a j o r
Photo subtr^ttcd by ;
Rachel Major

So, what can we take from
this incident?
First off, no one is immune
to this racial tension. Just look
at Olivet's . demographies^
and think, “This]nouJd have
been us.” If we didn’t have
improvement to make ^Bthis
area, why would we even have
a club like MERC?
Secondly, discrimination
and injustice arestill major

growthnreas in our nation. We’
need to be aware ‘qf thifefaefc
and be willing tq work toward
a .solution regarding racial
equality.»
And thirdly, each one of us|
needs to be responsible for his
or her actions. There are lots of
views people are taking on the
Jena 6 issue, but What needs to
happen » th at no one should be
excused for his or her behavkn- -

- whether you are a member of
'the;Jena 6, the person who set
fire to the school or the victin3
Justin Barker, who allegedly
mocked one of the Jena r 6
earlier.
Let’retake this high-profile
case and apply it to ourselves.
Could a “Jena 6” happen
here at Olivet? We pray not.
.Brit how are we preparing
ourselves against that?

High school racial com position - nationally a n d a t Jena High
National High School Totals.
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Jena High Schooí
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As o f October 2005, the percentage o f high school students by race in all
o f America.
■Source: U.S. Census Bureau

Jena High School’s racial breakdown: '80 percent white, 18 percent black,
and 2 percent other.
Source: Chicago Tribune

